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Abstract—Patch prioritization means sorting candidate
patches based on probability of correctness. It helps to minimize
the bug ﬁxing time and maximize the precision of an automated
program repairing technique. Approaches in the literature use
either syntactic or semantic similarity between faulty code and
ﬁxing element to prioritize patches. Unlike others, this paper
aims at analyzing the impact of combining syntactic and semantic
similarities on patch prioritization. As a pilot study, it uses genealogical and variable similarity to measure semantic similarity,
and normalized longest common subsequence to capture syntactic
similarity. For evaluating the approach, 22 replacement mutation
bugs from IntroClassJava benchmark were used. The approach
repairs all the 22 bugs and achieves a precision of 100%.
Index Terms—patch prioritization, semantic similarity, syntactic similarity, automated program repair

Existing patch prioritization approaches [3], [5], [6], [7] use
either syntactic or semantic similarity between faulty code
and ﬁxing element. To capture syntactic similarity, Elixir
uses contextual and bug report similarities [5]. ssFix uses
TF-IDF model to calculate syntax-similarity score [6]. To
ﬁnd top ﬁxing elements syntactically similar to the faulty
code, SimFix uses 3 metrics - structure, variable name and
method name similarities [3]. To measure semantic similarity,
CapGen uses 3 models based on genealogical structures (e.g.,
ancestors of an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) node), accessed
variables and semantic dependencies [7]. However, none of
these approaches analyze the impact of incorporating strengths
of both similarities to prioritize patches.

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper presents a pilot study on patch prioritization. The
technique takes a program, a set of test cases as input and
generates a program passing all the test cases as output. The
test cases must contain both positive test cases that show the
expected functionality of the code and negative test cases that
demonstrate the bug [8]. At ﬁrst, the faulty AST node of type
Expression is identiﬁed using GZoltar tool [9]. The technique
works at expression level since ﬁner granularity increases the
probability of including the correct solution in the search space
[7]. Next, patches are generated by replacing the faulty node
with the ﬁxing element. Following other repairing techniques,
such as, [7], [8], the ﬁxing elements are collected from the
source ﬁle where the bug resides. To validate potentially
correct patch earlier, generated patches are prioritized based
on syntactic and semantic similarities. Finally, the correctness
of a patch is validated by executing test cases.

Patch is the modiﬁcations applied to a program for ﬁxing a
bug. Automated program repair ﬁnds the correct patch based
on a speciﬁcation, e.g., test cases [1]. It works in three steps
namely fault localization, patch generation and patch validation [2]. Fault localization identiﬁes the faulty code where the
bug resides. Patch generation modiﬁes the faulty code to ﬁx
the bug. Patch validation checks whether the bug has been
ﬁxed or not. Since the solution space is inﬁnite, numerous
patches are generated [3]. In addition, an incorrect patch can
be plausible - patch that passes all the test cases. These two
problems hinder the ability to ﬁx bugs at an affordable cost
[3]. Therefore, patch prioritization is required for validating
potentially correct patches before incorrect plausible ones.
Sorting candidate patches, based on its probability of correctness, is called patch prioritization [4]. It can help to
minimize the bug ﬁxing time and maximize the precision of
a repairing technique. To prioritize patches, some information
need to be incorporated, e.g., similarity between faulty code
and ﬁxing element (code used to ﬁx the bug) or patterns
derived from existing patches [3]. The information should limit
the number of patches to be validated since patch validation
is a time-consuming task [5]. Furthermore, the information
should be able to improve the precision of a program repairing
technique by executing the correct patch earlier.
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To evaluate this approach, 22 out of 297 bugs from IntroClassJava [10] benchmark were used. These bugs were
repaired by CapGen using replacement mutation (replacing the
faulty node with ﬁxing element) [7]. The formulated approach
can repair all the 22 bugs without generating any plausible
patch before the ﬁrst correct solution. Thus, it achieves a precision of 100% in this context. It ranks the ﬁrst correct patch
higher compared to techniques using syntactic or semantic
similarity in most of the cases.
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II. R ELATED W ORK

III. M ETHODOLOGY
It is expected that combining the strengths of syntactic and
semantic similarities will improve patch prioritization. Fig. 1
shows two sample bug ﬁxes from IntroClassJava (bug id =
digits d5059e2b 000) [10] and Defects4J (bug id = Math 70)
[15] respectively. Here, the lines of code started with + and indicate the added or deleted line respectively. It can be seen
that inserted line (ﬁxing element) and the deleted line (faulty
code) are syntactically and semantically similar in both cases.

Existing patch prioritization techniques can be classiﬁed
into two categories based on using the type of similarity
between faulty code and ﬁxing element. The ﬁrst category
[3], [5], [6] uses syntactic similarity which focuses on textual
similarity. For example, similarity in variable names. The
second category [7] uses semantic similarity between faulty
code and ﬁxing element. It focuses on code meaning, e.g.,
data type of variables [11].
Elixir, one of the ﬁrst such approach, introduces 8 templates
for generating candidate patches [5]. For example, checking
array range and collection size. It uses 4 features including
contextual and bug report similarities to prioritize patches.
Contextual similarity measures the syntactic similarity between ﬁxing element and surrounding code of the faulty location. Bug report similarity calculates the syntactic similarity
between ﬁxing element and bug report. For assigning different
weights to these similarities, logistic regression model is used.
The approach validates only the top 50 patches generated from
each template.
ssFix searches for code that is syntactically similar to
the faulty code, from a code database containing the faulty
program and other projects [6]. The approach prioritizes code
based on its syntax-similarity score calculated using TF-IDF.
SimFix uses 3 metrics - structure, variable name and method
name similarities to capture syntactic similarity between faulty
code and ﬁxing element [3]. Structure similarity extracts a
list of features (e.g., number of If statements) related to AST
nodes. Variable name similarity tokenizes variable names (e.g.,
splitting studentID into student and ID) for calculating similarity using Dice coefﬁcient [12]. Method name similarity follows
the same process as variable name similarity. To generate
patches, the approach selects top 100 ﬁxing elements based on
similarity score. To further limit the search space, only ﬁxing
elements found frequently in existing human-written patches
are considered. However, these three approaches miss important information by not considering the semantic similarity
between faulty code and ﬁxing element. Hence, these yield
low precisions 63.41%, 33.33% and 60.7% respectively [3].
To generate patches, CapGen deﬁnes 30 mutation operators,
e.g., insert Expression statement under If statement [7]. These
operators are derived from a dataset of 3000 real bugs from
700 open-source projects [13]. The approach uses 3 models
based on genealogical structures, accessed variables and semantic dependencies to capture context similarities at AST
node level. These models mainly focus on semantic similarities
between faulty code and ﬁxing element to prioritize patches.
The precision of this approach is higher (84.00%). However,
the technique could further be improved by considering syntactic similarity to reduce the search space [14].
The above discussion indicates that in spite of having
limitations, syntactic or semantic similarities are effective in
patch prioritization. However, the impact of combining the
strengths of both similarities to prioritize patches has not been
explored till now.

(a) digits d5059e2b 000 from IntroClassJava

(b) Math 70 from Defects4J

Fig. 1: Sample Bug Fixes
This paper devises a patch prioritization algorithm combining syntactic and semantic similarities for automated program
repair, as shown in Fig. 2. It works in four steps namely fault
localization, patch generation, patch prioritization and patch
validation. The details of these steps are given below:
1) Fault Localization: This step identiﬁes the faulty AST
node of type Expression. It outputs line-number wise
suspicious values (value indicating a line’s probability
of being faulty) of a program. These values are next
mapped to AST nodes. If a node spans across multiple
lines, it is assigned the average of the suspicious values
of those lines.
2) Patch Generation: This step modiﬁes the source code
to generate patches. After identifying the faulty nodes,
ﬁxing elements are collected. Following existing technique [7], nodes from the faulty source ﬁle that have
a category of Expression are used as ﬁxing elements.
The technique performs only replacement mutation since
the faulty code is more likely to be syntactically and
semantically similar to the ﬁxing element for this kind of
bugs [14]. To generate patches, it uses seven replacement
mutation operators that works on Expression node and
the corresponding probabilities proposed by Wen et al.
[7]. To avoid generating semantically ill-formed program
variants during mutation, the scope of the variables used
by the ﬁxing elements are checked.
3) Patch Prioritization: Having inﬁnite solution space, the
patch generation step produces numerous patches. To
validate potentially correct patches earlier, the generated
patches are prioritized, as shown in Fig. 2. Both syntactic
and semantic similarities between faulty code and ﬁxing
element are used to prioritize patches. As an initial study,
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[7]. The same process is repeated for the faulty
node and the ﬁxing element. Lastly, the genealogical
similarity is measured using (1).

min(φf n (t), φf e (t))
(1)
gs(φf n , φf e ) = t∈K 
t∈K φf n (t)

•

where, (φf n ) and (φf e ) denote frequencies of different node types for faulty node and ﬁxing element
respectively. K represents a set of all distinct AST
node types captured by φf n .
Variable Similarity: Variables (local variables and
class attributes) accessed by a node provides useful
information as these are the primary components of
a code element [7]. To measure variable similarity,
two lists containing names and types of variables
used by the faulty node (θf n ) and the ﬁxing element
(θf e ) are generated. Next, variable similarity is
calculated using (2).
vs(θf n , θf e ) = |θf e | ∗

•

|θf n ∩ θf e |
|θf n ∪ θf e |

(2)

Here, multiplication by |θf e | is done so that more
priority can be given to complex elements (ﬁxing
elements with more variables) to avoid generating
plausible patches [7]. Two variables are considered
same if their names and types are exact match.
Normalized LCS: LCS ﬁnds the common subsequence of maximum length by working at characterlevel [14]. The technique computes normalized LCS
between faulty code (f n) and ﬁxing element (f e)
at AST node level using (3).
nl(θf n , θf e ) =

LCS(f n, f e)
max(f n, f e)

(3)

After calculating similarity metrics, the ﬁnal similarity
score is measured using (4):
Fig. 2: Overview of the Technique

simi(f n, f e) = α ∗ (gs ∗ vs) + β ∗ nl

(4)

where, α and β are weights assigned to semantic and
syntactic similarities respectively. In this paper, the value
of α and β are set based on experimentation (Section IV
D). Alternatively, machine learning models (e.g., logistic
regression [5]) can be used to calculate α and β. Lastly,
rankings are calculated based on (5), which are used to
prioritize patches.

genealogical and variable similarity between faulty code
and ﬁxing element are used to measure semantic similarity [7]. On the other hand, a widely-used metric
normalized Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) [14]
is used to capture syntactic similarity [16].
• Genealogical Similarity: Genealogical structure indicates a node is frequently used under and together
with which types of code elements [7]. To extract
the genealogy contexts of a node, it’s ancestor, as
well as, sibling nodes are inspected. The ancestors
of a node are traversed until a method declaration
is found. For sibling nodes, nodes having a type
Expressions or Statements within the same block of
the speciﬁed node are extracted. Next, the type of
each node is checked and the frequency of different
types of nodes (e.g., number of For statements)
are stored. Nodes of type Block are not considered
since these provide insigniﬁcant context information

rank = f l(f n) ∗ f req(m) ∗ simi(f n, f e)

(5)

where, f l(f n) is the suspicious value of the faulty node
and f req(m) is the probability of the mutation operator.
4) Patch Validation: This step checks the correctness of
a generated patch. Patches that are both syntactically
and semantically similar to the faulty code are validated.
To validate a patch, at ﬁrst, the negative test cases
are executed. If it passes, the positive test cases are
executed. Patch validation continues until all the patches
are checked or the predeﬁned time-limit exceeds.
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better than syntactic similarity. Column one shows the bug
IDs. Column two and three show the result obtained using
only semantic similarity and syntactic similarity respectively.
It can be viewed that semantic similarity can rank the ﬁrst
correct patch higher and minimize the number of generated
patches compared to syntactic similarity. The reason is
semantic similarity focuses on code meaning rather than
textual similarity. Column four shows the result of combining
both similarities. The approach was run using various
weights of α and β. The results are publicly available at:
https://github.com/mou23/Impact-Analysis-of-Syntactic-andSemantic-Similarities-on-Patch-Prioritization. Due to lack of
space, 5 combinations of α and β are shown. For all weights
of α and β, the combination of semantic and syntactic
similarities achieves lower median rank than semantic or
syntactic similarity. It indicates that the combination of both
similarities is better in ranking the correct patch higher than
semantic or syntactic similarity. For example, the ﬁrst correct
solution of bug grade 1b31fa5c 003 was ranked 166 by
the combination of both similarities (α = 0.5 and β = 0.5),
whereas it was ranked 177 and 252 by semantic and syntactic
similarity respectively. This is because the combination of
two similarities incorporates information from both textual
similarity and code meaning.
Among the 22 bugs, there are 6 cases when the combination of both similarities results in declined performance than
semantic similarity (Table III). For these bugs, semantic similarity replaced a large conditional expression with a smaller
one. For example, replacing (a.value < b.value) && (a.value
< c.value) && (a.value < d.value) with (a.value < d.value).
Normalized LCS does not perform well in such cases since
the character level difference is high.

IV. E XPERIMENT
This section presents implementation details, evaluation
criteria, experiment setting and result analysis of the work.
A. Implementation
The devised technique is implemented in Java. It uses
Eclipse JDT parser for manupulating AST. To localize fault,
GZoltar tool (version 1.6.1) [9] is used with Ochiai algorithm
[17]. GZoltar is widely used for localizing fault in automated
program repair [6], [7]. It takes the class ﬁles of the source
code and test cases as input. It provides line-number wise
suspicious values of a program as output.
B. Evaluation
As an initial study, the approach was evaluated using
22 bugs from the IntroClassJava benchmark [10], ﬁxed by
CapGen applying replacement mutation [7]. IntroClassJava
contains 297 bugs from 6 projects, as shown in Table I.
TABLE I: Projects of IntroClassJava Benchmark
Name

Description

checksum
digits
grade
median
smallest
syllables

calculates checksum of a string
reverses of a number
calculates grade from percentage
calculates median of 3 numbers
ﬁnds minimum of 4 numbers
counts number of vowels in a string

Number of
Faulty Programs
11
75
89
57
52
13

For evaluation, the following metrics are inspected:
• Number of bugs ﬁxed: If an approach ﬁxes more bugs,
it is considered more effective [13].
• Precision: If an approach can rank correct solutions prior
to incorrect plausible one, it achieves higher precision. If
precision is high, developers do not have to manually
analyze the solutions generated by the technique [7].
• Rank of the ﬁrst correct solution: The approach that
ranks the ﬁrst correct solution higher, the better [13].

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a patch prioritization algorithm combining syntactic and semantic similarity metrics for automated
program repair is formulated. As an initial study, primitive
metric normalized LCS is used to capture syntactic similarity.
Genealogical and variable similarities are used to measure
semantic similarity. The approach has been validated using
22 replacement mutation bugs from IntroClassJava benchmark
[10]. It achieves a precision of 100% in solving those bugs.
Results further show that the technique is better in ranking
the correct patch earlier than semantic or syntactic similarity
in most cases. Normalized LCS does not perform well when
the character level difference between faulty code and ﬁxing
element is high. In future, more appropriate metrics for measuring syntactic similarity in the context of automated program
repair will be identiﬁed. In addition, a mathematical model will
be derived to generalize the impact of each metric.

C. Experiment Settings
In IntroClassJava, the timeout parameter for all the test cases
was set to 1000 milliseconds. However, the time-limit exceeded for some of the generated patches. Hence, the timeout
parameter was set to 2000 milliseconds for this experiement.
It was run on a Ubuntu server with Intel Xeon E5-2690
Core CPU @3.0GHz and 64GB physical memory. Following
existing techniques, the time limit for each bug was set to 90
minutes [5], [7]. To check the correctness of a generated patch,
publicly available CapGen results was used 1 .
D. Result Analysis
The approach repairs all the 22 bugs. For the repaired
bugs, no plausible patch is generated before the ﬁrst correct
solution. Thus, the approach achieves a precision of 100%.
Table II shows the bugs for which the devised approach
performs at least as good result as semantic similarity and
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TABLE II: Improved Performance of the Technique on IntroClassJava Benchmark
Only Semantic
Similarity

Bug ID

Total
Patches
digits 6e464f2b 003
digits c9d718f3 001
digits d5059e2b 000
grade 1b31fa5c 003
median 0cdfa335 003
median 89b1a701 003
median 89b1a701 007
median 89b1a701 010
median fe9d5fb9 000
median fe9d5fb9 002
smallest 15cb07a7 007
smallest 36d8008b 003
smallest 48b82975 001
smallest 68eb0bb0 000
smallest 97f6b152 003
smallest 818f8cf4 003
Median Rank
1

189
157
155
246
273
154
190
629
230
230
299
470
470
383
374
561

Rank
115
141
122
177
202
112
148
279
124
124
198
236
236
203
225
406
187.5

Only Syntactic
Similarity
Total
Patches
491
502
388
614
557
355
391
952
625
625
688
841
838
727
830
1085

Combination of Syntactic and Semantic Similarity
Total
Patches

Rank
269
364
227
252
312
138
138
179
3
3
485
587
584
504
612
27
260.5

189
157
155
246
273
154
190
629
230
230
299
470
470
383
374
561

Rank
(α = 0.9
and
β = 0.1)
109
141
118
170
205
112
148
279
111
111
198
236
236
203
225
402
184

Rank
(α = 0.7
and
β = 0.3)
102
141
115
170
191
104
136
247
111
101
198
254
254
221
225
298
180.5

Rank
(α = 0.5
and
β = 0.5)
102
141
114
166
191
104
136
173
111
100
196
291
291
258
225
303
169.5

Rank
(α = 0.3
and
β = 0.7)
112
139
116
152
176
73
88
110
105
100
215
360
360
310
279
297
145.5

Rank
(α = 0.1
and
β = 0.9)
99
127
107
113
140
49
51
92
101
99
236
399
399
335
292
248
120

Total Patches denotes the total number of patches generated. Rank indicates rank of the ﬁrst correct patch.

TABLE III: Declined Performance of the Technique on IntroClassJava Benchmark
Only Semantic
Similarity

Bug ID

Total
Patches
grade b1924d63 001
grade b1924d63 003
smallest 3b2376ab 008
smallest dedc2a7c 000
smallest ea67b841 003
smallest f8d57dea 000
Median Rank

Rank

385
385
327
345
424
327

161
161
169
127
156
169
161

Only Syntactic
Similarity
Total
Patches
714
700
759
582
748
686

Rank

Combination of Syntactic and Semantic Similarity
Total
Patches

333
362
555
447
567
488
467.5

385
385
327
345
424
327

Rank
(α = 0.9
and
β = 0.1)
162
162
177
134
163
177
162.5

Rank
(α = 0.7
and
β = 0.3)
162
162
194
173
202
194
183.5

Rank
(α = 0.5
and
β = 0.5)
181
181
214
209
238
214
211.5

Rank
(α = 0.3
and
β = 0.7)
195
195
284
278
320
284
281

Rank
(α = 0.1
and
β = 0.9)
183
183
267
282
338
267
267
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